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MIDDLE EAST FUJI CELEBRATES 
27TH ANNIVERSARY

2020 has been a tough year globally which a�ected all companies and businesses in the UAE but 
despite in this precedent circumstance MEF stand still and continue providing the best service to its 
valued customers. 

It’s another year to celebrate a remarkable year for Middle East Fuji LLC.  Last 14th of December 2020, 
MEF celebrated its 27th years anniversary. A short ceremony was conducted in MEF Head o�ce with an 
encouraging speech from Mr. Ryusaku Hayashi- MEF Managing Director with Mr. Biji Joseph - MEF   
Director. There are many restrictions this year which a�ected the business operations but the manage-
ment ensure that sta� was well taken care of and di�erent workstations were properly arranged to 
ensure the safety of everybody. Mr. Hayashi thankfully acknowledged the cooperation of all sta� during 
lock down and everyone’s e�ort continuously contributed to the company amidst limited movements 
and restrictions.

This new milestone of the company reminds us that whatever situation we are into as a team and as a 
company we have to work hand in hand towards achieving company’s goals.

The ceremony ended with the distribution of individually packed KOBE Ya cake to all sta� following the 
COVID safety precautions in the o�ce.

- Ms. Robilyn Bolambot
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Another heartwarming message from Fuji Transport Systems Co., Ltd
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MEF STOCK TAKE 
DECEMBER 2020

As a part of stock monitoring process, annual 
Stock count of MEF was conducted on 20th 
December 2020 in both technical and 
provisional warehouses. Stock count at Deira 
showroom & Abudhabi office was conducted 
on 23rd Dec 2020.

The stock count was conducted by following all Covid-19 
precautions and protocols.

One designated Staff from each department were assigned to 
handle the day to day operations. As always,100% of stock was counted.

The Stock team ensured that no materials were taken out on the stock count 
day unless it was an urgent order with all due permissions and approvals. 

The Stock count began after the regular morning meeting. Transportation and 
lunch were arranged by management.

The Stock count began after the regular morning meeting. Transportation and 
lunch were arranged by management.

In the Technical warehouse there were 7574 Items & in Provisional warehouse there 
were 806 items.

A total of 40 teams; each team consisting one office staff and one ware house staff 
were allocated for the stock count.  Each team were given an individual checklist 
with 200 line items, based on warehouse designated zone. Deputed staffs assured 
the accuracy of counting and describing the items, quantity and the unit of 
measurements properly. 

The stock count were able to finish in the same day with the unity and 
cooperation of MEF staffs.

- Mr. Nigin Kuncharia
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3M INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVES 
& TAPES
DIVISION
ANNUAL TRAINING - Mr. Afshine Anwer Ali 

3M (Minnesotta Mining and Manufacturing) is known for the Science they use to make 
products and processes better , as their tagline says Science applied to life . The tapes and 
industrial adhesives are one of their key manufactured products. The products are used 
widely in the aerospace industries , Oil and gas industries and Metal working industries .
Middle East Fuji has been an authorized dealer for 3M products for the  past couple of years 
and because of the advanced research and development team from 3M they come up with 
new products every now and then , their products are known to be efficient ,well organized 
and methodical . Every year  to Middle East Fuji , mainly to introduce the new products and 
to freshen up the existing knowledge on the IATD portfolio.

This year we had the annual IATD training from 3M on 10th December at the Garhoud 
conference room , the training was headed by the application engineer Rahul . The training 
was post lunch and kicked off at 2 p.m . New products were introduced throughout and the 
regular fast moving products were discussed about . 

It ended with a hands on product session, and the sales  team also were given samples to 
showcase and demonstrate to the customers .

This has been a strategic way to be updated with the new products lines  and the collabora-
tion with 3M and Middle East Fuji has never failed to surprise . 
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- Ms.Tabassum Shaikh

It has always been a tradition in Middle East Fuji to conduct the year-end 
general cleaning every December.

This year we, had a 2 days general cleaning to make sure that all areas have 
been covered, we scheduled 2 days for cleaning i.e.  30th and 31st December 
commencing time from 1:00 Pm until 6:00 in the evening.

It is with intention that you enter into the new year, wrapping up the old year 
and sweeping out the dust, paving the way for a new year that sparks joy. The 
general thought is that you do not want to bring the literal and figurative dirt 
and soot from the current year into the new one. 
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Welcome the new year with a clean slate and spark joy every day!
Happy New Year, and Spark Joy to the World!
Stay safe stay healthy!
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- Ms. Leahlyn Bordora

To end the current year and welcome the new year with a fresh start, it has 
always been a habit at Middle East Fuji to conduct a Year-End General Clean-
ing with the participation of all employees. The scheduled cleaning day in the 
Philippine office was on 29th of December commencing from 13:00 until 
15:00. 

MEF made sure that cleanliness is one of the top priorities for it leads to be 
productive and efficient and more importantly, a clean workplace is a happy 
place. 
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“ A clean work environment put people at ease
and tidiness is key to efficiency ”
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This year Middel East Fuji was not able to conduct Christmas party due to 
implemented resolution No 38 of 2020 issued by the UAE’s Attorney Gener-
al on enforcement of penalties for No violations following cabinet resolu-
tion No 17 of 2020 to contain the spread of covid-19.

We wanted to know how people are coping, so we asked our staff to share 
and contribute to tell us how they’re planning to navigate the holiday 
season this year. But the responses we received were heartfelt and 
affirming.

We chose to celebrate Christmas eve at home by cooking our 
favorite food and have some red wine.We have decided to 
stay at home to avoid crowded place. It's better safe than sorry
–Tia Galanza 

As an OFW, even though this holiday season will be different we still 
have ways to celebrate and enjoy the holiday season despite not being able 
to gather in-person. On Christmas Eve (December 24) is celebrated with 
the traditional Noche Buena  (were families gather to eat and often 
exchange gifts), we just had a simple yet memorable midnight feast; we 
prepare different cuisine, sweets, drinks and popping our favorite music
- Merciel Quita 
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Perhaps 2020 might full of pain, struggles and challenges but it has given many valuable lessons. We 
might have gone all the toughness but we were given a chance to spend more time with our family, 
friends and love ones despite the distance of being away from home. Nothing is easy in this world thus 
never stop hoping for better things is yet to come. Christmas amidst the pandemic could still be merry� 
We celebrated  small rituals for Christmas and made it special without the big gathering. Heartily cherish 
the festive season with those close to us. The coronavirus pandemic meant our Christmas that it wasn’t 
look exactly the same as it usually does. Nevertheless, still grateful enough for showing us that we could 
win, lose, fail succeed, cry, laugh, but still not break.
 - Amor Santos
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MEFP CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION 
IN A NEW NORMAL

- Ms. Shiryl Garcia

Christmas is a season in which everyone gathers and is merry but this 2020 where the 
world is in a state of pandemic, ways of celebration have been changed. Some celebrate 
virtually and others celebrate in a new normal way – wearing a face mask or a physical 
distancing is observed.

On 19th of December 2020, MEFP chose the latter. 
We celebrate Christmas in a simple yet intimate way 
as it is exclusive for staff only, not the usual set-up 
where we celebrate together with our family mem-
bers. Nonetheless everyone participated and had 
fun. Hosted by Miss Sarah we had started it with fun 
games “Toilet Paper Mummy” “Face the cookie, 
watch your Mouth” and “Catch the Choco’s”. We have 
as well some “Bring Me” games that alerted every-
one as all did participate and hope to win.

The most awaited part is the “Daigon” Contest (Visayan word for Christmas Carols), 
where everyone was divided into 4 according to teams a few weeks before the occasion 
and each of them certainly exerted an effort to brainstorm and rehearse their piece. It 
was a tough competition as all are competitive. 
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Yet the judges need to choose based on the criteria. Thus, it made the Technical (Middle 
East) team win the “Best in Daigon” but no one losses anyway as the remaining teams 
received a consolation prize.

Aside from games, we also had the search for Best in 
OOTD (Outfit Of The Day)! And just like the past year, the 
same was won by Ms. Mitzi Cajuelan from Technical 
Team (who wouldn’t be mesmerized by an Angel’s 
effort, my friend.

After the exhausting games and activities, everyone was 
seated and ate their Food that was sponsored (kidding! 
�) ordered from the all-time favorites Jollibee and as 
alwaysssss. . . it was superb!

We had ended our celebration with exchanging gifts from our Manita and Manito (Secret 
Santa) who were generous enough to grants our Christmas wishes.

And of course, the last but not the least, amidst the pandemic wherein almost all the Com-
panies were impaired– The Management is generous enough to share a Christmas Gift 
Bundles to each staffs. Yaaaay! A big thank you for the kind generosity.

Though Celebration was short - yet it was filled 
with laughter and joy. Truly an energizer to every-
one. Even if It was totally different than usual, still 
everyone enjoyed it. The fun and excitement is still 
immeasurable. ‘Til our next celebration, my 
Colleagues! 
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YULETIDE CELEBRATION 2020 OF 
DJIBOUTI STAFF

Once again, it’s the time of the year to celebrate the yuletide season. This year 
was never easy, it is a very tough year for everyone. But despite all the strug-
gles, worries, and uncertainties that this year had inflicted those were never 
the reasons not to celebrate Christmas and New Year. Thus, again this year, we 
from Djibouti – all together celebrated Christmas on 25th of December. We 
had a very simple yet fulfilling festivity at home like a family in a table. As 
simple as we prepared all the food by ourselves, we ate, drank, sang, laughed 
but most importantly we celebrated with joy and kindness in our hearts for 
new hope, new beginnings and abundant blessings. Sharing with you an 
inspiring message for this year’s Christmas

And that, of course, is the message of Christmas. 
We are never alone. Not when the night is darkest, 
the wind coldest, the world seemingly most indifferent….

- Ms. Lotis Battulayan
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Happy  Holidays!

We are wishing you a wonderful holiday season and great start in the new year !

Here at KOBEYa we’we just wrapped by our annual holiday party  where everyone 
participate and surprised our colleagues with gifts .  Even though all of us faces where 
covered with a mask and social distance where maintained we could still see the joy 
and happiness on everyone eyes. It was a great celebration of all we accomplished 
together this past year against the difficulties faced.
Nothings brings the team together quite like holidays !

See you on 2021

Warm wishes from KOBEYa

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION  2020 –KOBEYa 
- Ms. Elena Mihaela Chirila
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WELCOME ABOARD

Elizabeth Abraham 
Accounts

Maha Salem
Admin

Salma El Allaf
International Trading

Muhammed Ashar
Engineering

Amala Mathew
Showroom

Arun Sethumadhavan
Engineering

Muhamed Asif 
Maintenance

Manoharan Sangarapillai
Maintenance

Arulmozhidevan
Logistics

Francis Fernandes
Logistics

Kim Lan David
Logistics

Gangaram kasirajan
Logistics

- Ms. Maha Salem
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Aria Dedy Wiranata Sitompul
KOBE Ya

Leticia Joy Nansasi
KOBE Ya

Devendra Thapa
KOBE Ya
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Jeffy riel Fortez
Marine Supply

Sheirra Mae inot
Marine Supply

Philippines Office



EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER

Congratulations to our Employees of the Quarter (4th Quarter)
for the job well done

Bechir Fatnassi
(International Trading)

Alexander Modika
(Warehouse)

Nigin Kuncharia
(Marine Supply)

Alma Pulvera
(Philippines Office)

- Ms. Maha Salem
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NEW BORN
- Ms. Tabassum Shaikh

We raise our cups high to congratulate you on the 
birth of your cute princess. Cheers to your new 
journey loads of joy, much love from here. Con-
gratulations and best wishes in this new chapter.
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Good day!

Thank you very much for your great hospitality while I am on board 
your good vessel.

Mr. Aaseem had already inform that CTMS inspection was completed, 
I had passed a copy of my field inspection to Captain.

When the certificate is ready, they will be send to you and we shall 
proceed with Japan Custom Application.

Please kindly inform your agent in Japan (Wilhelmsen Ships Service 
(Japan) Pte Ltd) your intention for JCA renewal.

My colleague from NKKK Japan Head Office will contact your agent to 
assist them in getting the approval.
 
Once again, I would like to thank all personnel from KOTC and Middle 
East Fuji for the smooth inspection.

Hope to work with you guys again in the near future. Take care and 
stay safe

CUSTOMER COMPLIMENTS

From: 
NEO KIAN SENG / SURVEYOR NKKK EUROPE OFFICE

Let us all give a warm applause for a job well done by MEF Engineering Team. Indeed, 
this compliment is rewarding

- Ms. Robilyn Bolambot
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